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Abstract

A Linear Hierarchical Radiosity method using
point collocation and triangle meshes is proposed
that allows C� continuity and performs energy ex�
change at any level both in the shooter and the re�
ceiver� this method leads to an exact representation
of the Gouraud shading interpolation that will be
used for rendering� A new re�nement criterion is pre�
sented which tries to improve image quality taking
into account� the smoothness of the solution based
on pixel intensity values instead of energy ones� and
visibility changes along the surfaces for high gradient
detection �sharp shadows	� In order to perform a ef�
�cient re�nement a data structure is proposed which
isolates every shooter contribution over each receiver
and allows to only re�ne high error interactions�

Keywords� hierarchical radiosity� higher order ele�
ments� tone operator� re�nement criteria�

� Introduction

Hierarchical Radiosity �HR	 
�� is considered as a
major step towards realistic lighting simulations sys�
tems� At the heart of HR is the oracle function
which predicts the error that will be introduced by
linking two patches at a given level of the hierarchy�
On the basis of the predicted error� either the link
is established� or it is re�ned and a series of links
are computed at lower levels of the hierarchy� The
acceptability of a predicted error is related to the
level of precision desired in the rendering� which� in
turn� depends on the quality of the produced images�
However� most existing oracle functions are based on

the computation of object�space magnitudes� such as
form�factors and energy values� and do not take di�
rectly into account image�space values such as the
intensities of the images�

The view�independency of radiosity is often out�
lined as a major advantage of the global illumi�
nation techniques which compute it� However� as
stated in 
� it is not always desirable to generate
many di�erent views of a single scene� Based on this
assumption� several view�dependent radiosity tech�
niques have been proposed such as the Importance�
Driven Radiosity 
�� and Two�Pass �Multi�Pass	
methods 
�� ���

We herein propose an view dependent Linear Hier�
archical Radiosity algorithm using point collocation�
based on triangular meshes and a quadtree subdi�
vision scheme� A re�nement criterion is introduced
that takes into account pixel intensities mapped from
the radiosities in order to achieve a given degree of
smoothness for a �xed point of view� This criterion
along with the use of linear elements allow an ef�
�cient representation of the radiosity function and
a reduction of the number of links computed for a
given image quality�

The paper is divided into � sections� In section
�� a summary of the previous related work is pre�
sented� Next� the basic linear hierarchical method is
described� In section �� a new re�nement criterion is
proposed and discussed� In section �ve interaction
graphs are presented� The results of the implemen�
tation are discussed in section � and the conclusions
along with the future direction of research are pre�
sented in section ��



� Previous work

��� View Dependent Radiosity Meth�

ods

Although most radiosity methods are inherently
view�independent� some techniques incorporate
view�dependent information at di�erent radiosity
processing stages� Two�Pass 
�� �� ��� Multi�Pass
methods 
�� and Importance�based radiosity� Since
this paper is restricted to di�use interre�ections� the
two former ones will not be addressed here�

Importance�based radiosity 
�� aims at comput�
ing as exactly as possible the radiosities of the el�
ements that will have a quanti�able impact on the
�nal image� Importance is de�ned as the fraction of
radiosity emitted by a patch that ultimately reaches
the observer� It is a concept dual to radiosity and
it is distributed along with it during the HR pro�
cess� In 
�� a di�erent formulation of importance has
been proposed� allowing it to be transported simi�
larly to the radiosity� With this approach� impor�
tance and radiosity are transported using the same
data structures and algorithms� It should be noted
that although Importance Driven Radiosity is view�
dependent� it is still based on energy values �ob�
ject space	 rather than in mapped intensities �image
space	�

��� Oracles in Hierarchical Radiosity

Oracle functions in HR were �rst introduced in

��� The brightness�weighted re�nement criterion
is based on an upper�bound approximated value of
the form�factors Fij and Fji between the involved
patches i and j� and the energy transferred� Both
are directly compared with the given thresholds �F
and �BF �

In Importance�Driven Radiosity� the oracle 
��
takes into account the importance of an interaction
by computing the error as the product of the esti�
mated importance with the estimated radiosity� the
re�ectance and an error bound �Fij of the form�

factor� k�Ii�i�Fij �Bjk� where �Ii is the estimated im�
portance of patch i� �i is the re�ectivity of patch i
and �Bj is the estimated radiosity of patch j� The er�
ror bound �Fij is set to the di�erence between the
upper �Fij	 and lower bound �Fij	 of the form�factor
which are computed as the maximum and minimum

values respectively of point�to�disk form�factors at
given samples on the patches�

In 
�� a new strategy is proposed which re�nes
all links that have a signi�cant e�ect on the total
error bound� independently of the magnitude of their
energy transfer� The error is� Ii�Kij

�Bj where Ii
is the lower bound of the importance� �Kij is the
di�erence between the upper and lower bounds of
�iFij and �Bj is the upper bound of the radiosity�

Finally� Sillion and Drettakis 
�� propose a
feature�based oracle meeting a user�de�ned criterion�
This metric takes into account the image quality by
measuring how well illumination features are repre�
sented in it�

��� Radiosity with Linear Elements

The radiosity equation� which describes the radios�
ity B for all points x in an environment� can be ex�
pressed as 
���

B�x	 � E�x	 � ��x	

Z
S

B�x�	G�x� x�	dA�

Being a continuous dimension function� it is gen�
erally approximated as a weighted sum of a �nite
number of simple textitbasis functions Ni�x	� de�ned
over a subregion of the function domain�

B�x	 � �B�x	 �

nX
i��

BiNi�x	

Point collocation and Galerkin Radiosity are the
two most referenced methods proposed in order to
minimize the error of the approximation of B 
���

In 
��� a linear basis approximation with point
collocation requiring a correct energy balance at the
vertices of the patches is proposed� leading to the
expression of a Vertex�to�Vertex Form�Factor�

� Linear Hierarchical Radios�

ity

As stated above� point collocation and Galerkin Ra�
diosity are the two most referenced methods pro�



posed in order to minimize the error of the approx�
imation of the radiosity� Both methods lead to a
system of linear equations�

Bk
i � Ek

i � �ki
X
j

X
k

F kl
ij B

l
j

where Bk
i � E

k
i � �

k
i respectively represent radiosity

coe�cient� emissivity and re�ectivity for basis func�
tion k of patch i� F kl

ij is the transport coe�cient from
basis function l of patch j towards basis function k
of patch i� �nally Bl

j is the radiosity coe�cient for
basis function l of patch j�
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Figure � The three basis functions N�
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Our algorithm uses a radiosity method with linear
basis function and the point collocation technique
using only triangles so we can use simple basis func�
tions� For every patch we use three basis functions as
depicted in Figure � so l� k � ���� Given those as�
sumptions� the formula for the transport coe�cient
between two basis functions is as follows�

F kl
ij �

Z
Aj

N l
jG�x

k
i � x	dA �	

where xki is the point on the support domain of
basis function Nk

i chosen for integration on triangle
i� this point is called the node of the basis function�
�nally� G�xki � x	 is the geometric term that includes
visibility� We choose this point to be at the maxi�
mum of the basis function� i�e� at the corresponding
vertex�

If we want a hierarchical representation of the ra�
diosity function we must be able to allow interac�
tion at di�erent levels� that means subdividing the
patches and perform transport with �ner basis func�
tions� This re�nement procedure is depicted in Fig�
ure �� Re�nement can be done at the receiver or at
the shooter�
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Figure �� Placement of basis function in one re�nement

To represent the interaction between two patches
nine transport coe�cients are needed� the square of
the number of basis functions per patch� If we re�
�ne the receiver we perform a recursive subdivision
following a quadtree scheme �regular subdivision in
four subtriangles	 and create the new transport co�
e�cients for the new basis functions and destroy the
old ones� if we consider one re�nement of a receiver�
� new basis functions are considered �� patches� �
basis per patch	 and �� transport coe�cients must
be computed� thus xi becomes xi����xi�� However� if
we look more closely at equation  we realize that two
basis functions with di�erent domains but with the
same node have the same transport coe�cients for
the same shooter� for example� following Figure ��
basis functions N�

��� N
�
�� and N�

�� share the same
node so F �l

���j � F �l
���j � F �l

���j � as shown by the black
dot� Also� transport coe�cients from the upper level
can be reused� for example� basis functions N�

� and
N�
�� share the same node and thus F

�l
��j � F �l

���j � Fol�
lowing these rules there are only � new transport
coe�cients to be computed�

However radiosity coe�cients cannot be shared
because they represent radiosity at di�erent levels
and are computed after pushing and pulling radios�
ity over the hierarchy� In Figure � an example of this
procedure is shown�

The push�pull procedure is illustrated in Figure �
for triangle P��� It is performed in three steps after
gathering energy through the links�

� Add the contribution from above� It�s the con�
tribution gathered in higher levels correspond�
ing to the patch P��� This contribution is added
to the coe�cients Bk

��� resulting in the new ones
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Figure �� Push�pull procedure in three steps

Bk
��

��

�� Once we have radiosity gathered at this level
we compute the function corresponding to
each child at next level down by linear inter�
polation and then call recursively the push�
pull procedure for those children� For exem�
ple� following Figure �� child P��� will receive
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�
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�� When all the children return from the recursive
call we set the radiosity coe�cients Bk

�� com�
bining the children functions by averaging the
coe�cients of triangles P��i� Then we return
from the call�

Step � can be modi�ed if patch at level k has
neighbours of level k � � In this case when push�
ing radiosity from patch at level k linear interpo�
lation for calculating child functions may be incor�
rect� In Figure ��a�b two shooters A and B con�
tribute to a given mesh� Shooter A has contributed
at level of patches P�� P��� P��� P�� and shooter B
to P�� P��� P��� P��� P��� After the gathering step we
start pushing from patch P� to patches P�i� i � �����

and we use linear interpolation to calculate the co�
e�cients to be passed to the children� but is pos�
sible that neighbours have gathered more accurate
information� If we consider radiosity from shooter
A� in Figure ��c the value passed to node at the
middle of the diagonal should be computed by lin�
ear interpolation� �B�

� � B�
�	��� but the exact value

has been computed at the neighbours and stored at
B�
�� � B�

�� � B�
��� So we do not interpolate and

use that value to compute the functions to be passed
to the children� We will need to isolate each shooter
contribution to be able to identify di�erent contribu�
tions at di�erent levels and use the right values� we
will also need to use a restricted quadtree in order to
simplify neighbour identi�cation�
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Figure �� T�vertex problem� a� hierarchy of patches� b�
contribution of shooter A and B� c� vertex where inter�
polation is not used

We have described re�nement on the receiver and
how energy is distributed over the hierarchy� but re�
�nement can also be done at the shooter for accuracy
on the transport coe�cient� We will call a link the
group of three transport coe�cients associated to the
three basis functions of a single shooter triangle to a
certain receiver basis function� If a given re�nement
criterion decides that this link is not accurate enough
then the shooter triangle is subdivided �if necessary	
and four new links are established from the children
to the receiver basis function� If the shooter was al�
ready subdivided then its radiosity coe�cient is used
directly� if not� the shooter is subdivided and the ra�
diosities of the children are computed as in step � of
the push�pull procedure�

We have described above a linear hierarchical
method for radiosity but a re�nement criterion is
needed that decides when to perform the re�nement
of both shooters and receivers� In the next section



we depict this criterion that consists of two oracles�
one that tells us if a receiver must be re�ned� and
other one that tells us if a shooter must be re�ned�

� Re�nement criterion

As said in previous sections� most re�nement citeria

�� take into account the energy transported in each
interaction� However� the relationship between the
energy of a given patch and the intensity of the pix�
els on which this patch is mapped is not linear 
���
Therefore some re�nements in the energy transfer
will have a very little noticeable e�ect on the image�
We herein propose a re�nement criterion that pro�
gressively improves image quality working directly
on the Gouraud shaded image to be rendered�

��� Receiver oracle

The oracle for receiver re�nement takes into account
the smoothness of the apoximation and the possible
visibility artifacts �sharp shadows	�

We assume that� at the rendering stage� a hard�
ware implemented Z�Bu�er visibility method along
with Gouraud shading will be used� In addition� the
scene surfaces are meshed in triangular patches as
ststed before� avoiding Gouraud shading orientation
dependence� The intensity value E at a given pixel
X is therefore obtained by linearly interpolating� at
image�precision� the intensity values of the three ver�
tices V i

l �  � l � � of the patch i that is visible at
the pixel�

E�X� � LinearInterpolation�E�V �

i �� E�V
�

i �� E�V
�

i �� X�

The vertices intensities are computed by applying
a mapping function to the radiosity values Bl

i at the
vertices�

E�V l
i 	 � Map�B

l
i	�  � l � �

In this paper the mapping function proposed in

�� is used� This mapping uses an empiric model
for the human eye response and takes into account
the maximum intensity of the image and some pa�
rameters related to the display where it will be vi�
sualized�However it can be substituted by any other
one�

A transition in the Gouraud shading at the shared
edge between two neighbouring patches of a same
surface is expected to be continuous� In other terms�
the change in the intensity along a scan�line accross
two coplanar adjacent patches is expected to be the
same at the right side and the left side of the separat�
ing edge� The angle between the two linear intensity
distributions at any point on the separating edge is
a mesure of the shading discontinuity� Figure � illus�
trates this concept�
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Figure �� Gouraud shading discontinuity� angle �

mesures it

Obviously� if the surface is curved� the angle value
depends also on the geometrical angle formed by the
patches which are no more coplanar�

A discontinuity at the separating edge indicates
either an inaccurate radiosity estimation or a poor
sampling ratio on the surface 
��� Assuming that the
radiosity estimation is acceptable at the vertices� a
discontinuity should lead to a subdivision of the two
patches and a re�nement of their vertices radiosity�
However� the discontinuity will be signi�cant only
if the vertices radiosities are computed directly and
not reconstructed by averaging the radiosities of the
neighbouring patches� as with constant basis func�
tions radiosity� With the linear hierarchical radios�
ity method depicted in previous section we acomplish
this goal�

The question that arises is if the inverse statement
is valid� i�e� may a continuity in the Gouraud shading
accross two adjacent patches fail at identifying a poor
sampling ratio�

First of all� many di�erent patches acting as shoot�
ers contribute to a given radiosity value� These con�
tributions may compensate each other when they are
added up� Thus non linear contributions of each
patch separately may give a globally linear radios�
ity distribution� This is illustrated in Figure ��a�
where two shooters  and � are contributing over ad�



jacent receiver patches i and j� the radiosity function
resulting from adding the two shooter contributions
seem continuous across the edge separating the two
receivers� However each isolated shooter contribu�
tion shows a high slope change across the edge� but
opposite in sign so they cancel when they are added�
Therefore� the criterion must test interpolation con�
tinuity for each shooter contribution separately� As
a consequence� not all shooters interacting with a
given patch may cause discontinuity and thus the re�
ceiver patch re�nement should be realized only for
the shooting patches which cause it� which is consis�
tent with the HR strategy�
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Figure �� Gouraud Continuity failing at re�ning

A second aspect to be considered is the visibility
of the separating edge vertices towards a shooting
surface� Figure ��b illustrates this case� a shadow is
projected over two adjacent patches in such a way
that vertices A and D are outside the shadow area
whereas B and C are inside� If radiosity at A and D
is fairly the same and radiosity at B and C also hap�
pens to be nearly the same� then Gouraud shading of
the patches gives a smooth transition between them
and fails at detecting that they should be subdivided�
However this case can be easily detected because it
corresponds to a discontinuity in the visibility along
the edge� Therefore the Gouraud shading smooth�
ness criterion has to take into account the di�erence
of visibility of the edge vertices towards the shooting
patch leading eventually to a subdvision�

Finally� the initial meshing must have a minimum
density in order to avoid precision cases such as il�
lustrated in Figure ��c where a small shadow is pro�
jected on the center of one or two of the patches�
As point collocation integrates over the shooter sur�
face but at the receiver this integration is performed
on a sigle point the initial meshing must thus be al
least such that the maximum patch size is less than
the minimum projection size of the smallest object
in any scene surface� However� in practice� the initial

meshing size can be �xed to a uniform value without
loose of accuracy�

Summarizing� for each patch contribution� the pro�
posed oracle function tests Gouraud shading continu�
ity at the edges between adjacent receiving patches
and checks the visibility of the edge vertices towards
the shooter� The oracle thus decides whether to sub�
divide or not and� in the former case� new links are
established� As the radiosity is linear� the new links
are created between the shooter and the new sam�
pling points� The re�nement of the new links is ex�
posed below�

In addition� the oracle takes into account impor�
tance expressed according to a linear formulation
proposed in 
�� Importance is trasmited throught
the same links as radiosity and is treated in the same
way� Initial importance is computed in terms of the
point of view used for the �nal rendering�

The oracle therefore searches all the edges over
each mesh and perform three steps for every shooter
contributing at the level of the adjacent patches�

� Compute the visibility variation between the
two vertices V k

� and V
k
� of the edge correspond�

ing to the shooter k�

�V k
�� � kV k

� � V k
� k

�� This value is tested against a given threshold
in order to decide if visibility change is small
enough to consider the change of slope as a valid
measure of smoothnes�

� If �V k
�� is below a given threshold then we

can use the change in the slope as a mea�
sure of smoothnes� As this oracle is applied
many times during the algorithm we will
use an easy but non conservative estima�
tion of this change of slope�

Since we are considering image values we
must compute the slope change using pixel
intensity values instead of radiosity ones�
Since this map is not linear we also must
take into account the contribution of the
other shooters in order to estimate the real
change of slope produced by shooter k� the
greater the energy of the other shooters the
smaller the slope change�

Using geometry shown in Figure �� we com�
pute the slope change as�



�Ek
�� �

�

�
kMap�B� 	Bmin� 	Map�B� 	Bmin�

�Map�B� 	Bmin� 	Map�B� 	Bmin�k

where� Bmin is the minimum radiosity of the
four vertices� without considering the contri�
bution of the shooting patch k � and Bl� � �
l � 
 are the radiosities at the vertices of the
two adjacent patches being l � � and l � � the
separating edge vertices�

� If instead V k
diff is superior or equal to the

threshold� then a more conservative estima�
tion of the slope change is used� We use the
di�erence between the maximum and the mini�
mum pixel intensity values of the four vertices�
taking into account again the contribution of
other shooters�

�Ek
�� �

MAXl����� fMap�Bmin 	Bl�g�

MINl����� fMap�Bmin 	Bl�g

�� The estimator Ek
diff is tested against the slope

threshold� weighted by the importance of the
two adjacent patches�

Ek
diff � �Ileft � Iright	 � �pixel

where Ek
diff is the estimated intensity variation

across the edge� due to the shooter patch k� Ileft
and Iright are the importance of the adjacent
patches left and right� and �pixel is the thresh�
old�

If the expression become false then patches right
and left are subdivided and new links created
from shooter k�

B�

B�

B�

B�

Figure �� Vertex naming when computing change of slope
estimator

This formulation has been used assuming that the
triangular meshing is regular� that is� the triangles
are equilateral� Other expressions could also be used
in presence of irregular triangles�

��� Shooter oracle

The above discussion has described how a receiver
has to be subdivided for increasing accuracy of the
solution� But the criterion is based on accurate ra�
diosity values at the vertices� If not enough accuracy
is achieved at those vertices then the oracle will fail�

When a link is initially established between a
shooter and a vertex �associated to a basis function
at a given level	 we must decide if transferring energy
at that level is accurate enough to guarantee a good
aproximation of the radiosity value at the vertex�
If not we destroy that link� subdivide the shooter
and create four new links from the children to the
vertex� and then test those new links recursively for
accuracy�

This lead us to a another oracle that decides if a
link at a given level is accurate enough� We use an
energy based oracle that compares the energy carried
by the link with a given threshold� and if higher re�
�nes it� This criterion uses the maximum of the three
products of shooter coe�cients by the transport co�
e�cients� weighted by the importance of the receiver
triangle� and test it against a given threshold�

� Interactions Graphs and

Progressive Re�nement

As mentioned in the previous section� a requirement
of both the hierarchical method and the re�nement
criterion is to isolate the contribution of each shoot�
ing patch to each receiver basis function�

� When performing the push�pull procedure
shooter contributions nust be kept isolated in
order to push the right energies�

� When applying the re�nement citeria on the re�
ceiver each shooter contribution is tested sepa�
ratedly for smoothness�

In order to manage each shooting patch separat�
edly� a graph data structure is used� For e�ciency



reasons� patches belonging to a same surface are pro�
cessed altogether in al single mesh� for example� an
sphere will be discretized into a set of patches all of
them belonging to the same mesh� Thus� for each
shooting mesh� a graph is computed for any mesh
receiving energy from it� The graph is a representa�
tion of the receiver�mesh at the level of re�nement in
which the energy transport between the shooter and
the receiver is computed� The nodes of the graph are
vertices of the receiver and the arcs are the edges be�
tween them� Figure � shows the two di�erent graph
representations of a same mesh� for two di�erent
shooters  and �� The numbers in the patches of
Figure ��a show at which level each shooter is con�
tributing� Figures ��b and ��c show the two graphs
for the receiver mesh corresponding to shooters  and
� respectively� Note how the graphs have a restricted
quadtree structure�
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Figure �� Two graph corresponding to the same mesh for
di�erent shooters �� �� a� mesh of triangles showing at
which level each shooter contributes� b� graph for shooter
�� c� graph for shooter �

However� if all meshes are linked against any
other one� the memory requirement of nmesh� graphs
may be a serious drawback of the proposed method�
Therefore� as proposed in 
��� a progressive re�ne�
ment strategy is used� allowing us to avoid an initial
quadratic linking and therefore reducing the number
of computed graphs� At the begining of each itera�
tion� mesh�to�mesh interactions are checked and� if
necessary� new interaction graphs are created� The
experimental results in section � show that the mem�
ory requirement overhead due to the interaction
graphs has an average value of �� percent�
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Figure �� Results with the two rooms scene	

	 Implementation and results

In order to evaluate the proposed method we have
compared it with the progressive re�nement pro�
posed in 
���

Colour plates �a and �b show the �rst scene used�
it is composed by two rooms with four light sources
each one� and some furniture� there are ��� initial
surfaces� The second scene in colour plates ��a and
��b is composed by four rooms with two light sources
each one and one table per room� there are ��� initial
surfaces� Colour plates ��a and ��b show a detail of
the mesh for �rst and second scene�

Colour plates �a and ��a show the reference im�
ages� Colour plates �b and ��b show the images com�
puted with the linear method� Finally� colur plate �
show a detail of the �rst scene along with the mesh
generated by the linear method� note how the shad�
ows are well recognized and represented�

The scenes have been processed at di�erent levels
of image quality� mesured in comparison to a refer�
ence image with a metric proposed in 
��� This metric
is a pixel�by�pixel absolute di�erence of the approxi�
mate image from the refence image� we have used �
 and � as di�erences� The reference image has



been computed with a classical hierarchical method
plus a �nal gathering pass per pixel 
��� The num�
ber of links for each image has been mesured and
Figures � and � show plots for classical and linear
methods�

It can be seen that the proposed method converges
more quickly to a good image quality in terms of
the ten�per�cent norm� Our method does not per�
form much better for a small number of links but
when detailed images are required classical hierar�
chical method tends to produce good average images
but with no well resolved details like sharp shadows�
however the re�nement criterion presented here al�
lows to converge to detailed images faster� Other
measuraments like MSE �Minimum Square Error	 or
PSNR �Peak Signal to Noise Ratio	 do not give much
better results� but this a common problem when
analizing image quality� In fact we believe that bet�
ter measures for image quality would show better
results for this method�

In all executions the memory overhead due to the
interaction graphs is constant� with an average value
of �� percent�
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Figure �� Results with two the tfour rooms scene	


 Conclusions and future work

A new linear HR algorithm for triangular meshes us�
ing point collocation has been proposed� based on a
re�nement criterion that takes into account the ex�
pected smoothness of Gouraud shading at the sep�
arating edges between adjacent patches of a same
surface� The method requires the storage of an inter�
action graph for any important mesh to any shooter
that have a signi�cant impact on it� This data struc�
ture alows to re�ne separately the interactions of a
patch with each shooter�

The current implementation results show that this
criterion reduces signi�cantly the number of links for
a given accuracy while keeping a reasonable memory
requirement overhead�

We are currently working on the analysis of a bet�
ter meshing strategy� adapted to the shadow areas�
Another future research line is the use of clusters in
order to reduce the number of graphs and thus mak�
ing the progressive linking strategy unnecessary and
avoiding energy loses and memory overhead�
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